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Rationale for the School’s Curriculum 

 

Aim 

The aim of the Holbeach School Curriculum is for the vast majority of children to be attaining 

at least at the national expectation for their age group in all areas of the curriculum. 

 

Design and Intent of the curriculum 

We consider ourselves a ‘knowledge-engaged school’. Our School Curriculum is a topic-

based approach that ensures that children will develop both their knowledge and key skills 

in equal measure. For each topic, the skills and knowledge being taught for each subject 

area are identified and then intertwined throughout our curriculum with the children often 

developing both in tandem. Teachers use a topic overview that identified the content for 

each subject to support their planning and subject leaders monitor and develop these 

overviews to ensure that the skills and knowledge in their subject area are progressive 

across the school. 

 

Approach to teaching and Learning 

We believe that children learn best when these three prerequisites are in place:  

 

1. The learning is set within a meaningful context (topic) with the links across the subjects 
clearly made for them. 

2. The learning is taught primarily through first hand experiences (e.g. hands-on 
‘concrete’ learning) that enable the children to be active rather than passive learners 
(see ‘Cone of Learning’ below) 

3. The children feel safe, secure, included and recognised and where fun and enjoyment 
are valued as part of the learning process (see Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs). 
 

 
 
Alongside the Assistant Headteacher with responsibility for Curriculum Development, the 
Subject Leaders have put together carefully planned topic overviews that cover the National 
Curriculum objectives for each of the core and foundation subjects, with additional school 
objectives. Each of our exciting topics include: 
 

• An Educational Visit to engage and challenge our learners and provide a springboard to 
their learning 
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• A range of active learning opportunities that promote a progression in the particular skills 
of each subject area 

• A Memorable Experience that brings all the elements of learning together and sets it in 
a meaningful context. 

 

The Curriculum Leader and the Subject Leaders share responsibility for reviewing, updating, 

developing and assessing the impact of the school’s curriculum on a subject by subject basis 

(this is linked to Performance Management). They carry out regular reviews and assess the 

effectiveness of our school’s curriculum. They ensure that the whole of the staff have a high 

level of skill and understand the important factors necessary in delivering the curriculum. 

E.g. a Design and technology project must go through distinct phases (Evaluation of 

examples of a product – Design own version of product – Make and amend own product – 

evaluate own product and the processes undertaken). 

 

Delivery of the Curriculum 

Class Teachers produce lesson plans and supporting documentation that allow 

parents/carers to take an active part in their child’s learning and be well informed about the 

outcomes of the school’s curriculum. 

 

Subjects are taught in distinct and discreet lessons but teachers find as many opportunities 

for the application of skills to be done in a cross-curricular way.  

 

Some areas of the curriculum are either supplemented or taught exclusively through 

specialist teaching (e.g. MFL and Music), however, our preference is for these lessons to 

also be Continuing Professional Development opportunities. 

 

Throughout delivery, staff ensure that the high quality learning taking place is communicated 

to all stakeholders (children, parents, governors etc). This is done in a variety of ways, such 

as: 

 

• The demonstration of the knowledge and skills being acquired in the children’s work 
books. 

• The demonstration of the knowledge and skills being acquired in the displays in 
classrooms and in the public areas of the school. 

• On the school website 

• Through the class blogs 

• In weekly newsletters to parents/carers 

• During class assemblies and celebration assemblies 

• During ‘Buddy’ sessions that take place between older and younger children 
 

As a result of these communications (coupled with the stability of the curriculum), the 

children progress through the school really looking forward to particular topics and events 

which have become ‘legendary’ in the school. Such as:  

 

• Re-enacting a Roman Battle. 

• Participating in a banquet for Henry VIII. 

• Designing and building an entire Lego City. 

• Conducting an Egyptian Burial (using fish that have been mummified by the children! 
 

 


